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The intuitive and powerful Qlik Sense® visual analytics software allows you to engage in data discovery, explore your data, and find meaningful insights to empower your business. Qlik Sense lets you easily create personalized reports and visualizations and reveal essential connections to show new opportunities from every angle.

Written by members of the Qlik Sense team, this book is the official guide from Qlik to understanding and using their powerful new product. Benefit from the vision behind the development of Qlik Sense and get to grips with how Qlik Sense can empower you as a data discovery consumer. Learn how to create your own applications for Qlik Sense to custom make it to meet your personal needs for business intelligence, and how to oversee and administer the Qlik Sense data architecture. Finally, explore utilizing Qlik Sense to uncover essential data with practical examples on finding and visualizing intelligence for sales figures, human resources information, travel expense tracking, and demographic data discovery.

Who this book is written for
This book is for anyone seeking to understand and utilize the revolutionary new approach to business intelligence offered by Qlik Sense. Familiarity with the basics of business intelligence will be helpful when picking up this book, but not essential.

What you will learn from this book
- Understand the vision behind the creation of Qlik Sense, and the promise that data discovery offers to you and your organization
- Get to grips with the life cycle of a Qlik Sense application
- Load and manage your data for app creation
- Visualize your data with Qlik Sense’s engaging and informative graphing
- Administer your Qlik Sense system and monitor its security
- Learn how to build efficient and responsive associative models
- Learn how to extend the Qlik Analytics Platform with Dev Hub
- Optimize Qlik Sense for sales, human resources, and demographic data discovery

Get the most out of your Qlik Sense® investment with the latest insight and guidance direct from the Qlik Sense® team

In this package, you will find:

- The authors biography
- A preview chapter from the book, Chapter 1 'Qlik Sense® and Data Discovery'
- A synopsis of the book’s content
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Preface

Welcome! The purpose of this book is to help you learn about Qlik Sense®, Qlik's self-service visualization platform. Our aim is to help you get more from your data by applying Qlik Sense and its unique capabilities to your analytic needs. At the beginning of the book, we'll cover why Qlik chose to develop Qlik Sense, what data discovery is and can do, and the strategy and vision behind the product. In the subsequent chapters, we'll address practical considerations, including the Qlik Sense application's life cycle, how to meet the needs of different types of users, how to develop and administer engaging Qlik Sense applications, data modeling and getting the most out of the QIX engine. The book concludes by outlining a series of example applications built using Qlik Sense, to address analysis needs in sales management, HR, T&E management, and demographics.

What this book covers

Chapter 1, Qlik Sense® and Data Discovery, covers why Qlik chose to develop Qlik Sense, what data discovery is and can do, and the strategy and vision behind the product. This will include:

- Qlik's history in business intelligence and the evolution of data discovery
- The Qlik philosophy and approach to data discovery
- The difference between traditional BI and data discovery

Chapter 2, Overview of a Qlik Sense® Application's Life Cycle, covers the Qlik Sense application's life cycle overview as a backdrop to highlighting key features and benefits of Qlik Sense in meeting these requirements. There are thousands of features in this initial release and this chapter will serve as a guide to the major components, features, and benefits to start your exploration of Qlik Sense. This will include:

- Overview of the hub
- Starting application authoring
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• Components of a Qlik Sense application
• Sharing an application

Chapter 3, *Empowering Next Generation Data Discovery Consumers*, highlights the key features in the context of specific user requirements that Qlik has identified as a consumer. This will include:

• Data discovery consumption requirements
• The hub
• Navigating and leveraging the associative experience

Chapter 4, *Contributing to Data Discovery*, highlights the key features in the context of specific user requirements that Qlik has identified as a contributor or someone who seeks to share key findings from their analysis. This will include:

• Data discovery contributor requirements
• Bookmarks
• Private sheets
• Private stories
• Publishing to an existing application

Chapter 5, *Authoring Engaging Applications*, highlights an approach to building engaging applications to meet your business problems. This will include:

• Data
• KPIs and measures
• Dimensions
• Security

Chapter 6, *Building Qlik Sense® Data Models*, highlights the techniques and principles behind building a data model. This will include:

• Tables, fields, and records
• Joins and concatenations
• How to link tables and how not to link tables
• Normalization and de-normalization
• Synthetic keys and circular references
Chapter 7, *Qlik Sense® Apps in the Cloud*, briefs us on using Qlik Sense Cloud. This will include:

- Sharing Qlik Sense Desktop apps in the cloud
- Creating Qlik Sense apps directly in the cloud
- Maintaining Qlik Sense Cloud apps
- Adding external data to apps using Qlik DataMarket

Chapter 8, *Extending the Qlik® Analytic Platform*, gives an overview of the key APIs and how to use them to extend Qlik Sense solutions. This will include:

- API overview
- Dev Hub
- Single configurator
- Web mashup editor
- Extension editor
- Engine API explorer
- Qlik Branch overview

Chapter 9, *Administering Qlik Sense®,* highlights the administration of Qlik Sense applications within an organization. This will include:

- Architecture
- Clustering and nodes
- Licenses and tokens
- Streams and security concepts

Chapter 10, *Sales Discovery*, applies Qlik Sense to the challenges of analyzing sales performance within your organization. This will include:

- Common sales analysis problems
- The unique way Qlik Sense addresses these problems
- How the application was built
In this chapter, we'll start getting to grips with what Qlik Sense offers by getting a better understanding of Qlik's background and how Qlik Sense was developed. In addition, we will examine the discovery-based approach to business intelligence that Qlik invented.

We will cover the following topics:

- Qlik's history in business intelligence and the evolution of data discovery
- The QlikView.Next project
- The Qlik philosophy and approach to data discovery
- The importance of the empowered user
- How a user really interacts with data
- The difference between traditional BI and data discovery

Continuing disruption

In the world of technology, there's a lot of talk about creating new products that disrupt existing markets, but very few organizations can say they've done it for real. Qlik is one of them.

In 2007, the business intelligence (BI) software market changed forever. Oracle bought Hyperion, SAP bought Business Objects, and IBM bought Cognos. The conventional wisdom was that BI would effectively cease to exist as a standalone market, subsumed into larger stacks of technology.
However, this wasn't the case. In fact, by 2007, a revolution was already well underway. The BI world was being fundamentally disrupted, challenged by the new approach pioneered by Qlik (then called QlikTech). The disruptive technology Qlik developed was called QlikView. To differentiate QlikView from the established BI products, Qlik began to call the new disruptive approach Business Discovery, later adopting data discovery as this term gained industry-wide adoption.

Surprisingly though, when it was launched in 1994, what became QlikView was not consciously targeted at the BI software market. Rather, its initial task was to help its customer understand which of a number of individual parts and manufacturing materials were used across the range of the complex machines it manufactured, and which parts were not associated with particular items (a critical point we'll explore later in this chapter and revisit throughout this book). The goal was to visualize the logical relations between the parts, materials, machines, and products. This origin led to an approach completely different from BI at the time, one in which all the associated data points are linked automatically, enabling discoveries to be made through free exploration of data.

As it became more widely used and deployed, it was evident that what QlikView was being used for was a new type of BI. QlikView's speed, usability, and relevance challenged the standard approach that was dominated by IT-deployed data reporting products, which are slow performing, hard to use, and built around models that struggle to keep up with the pace of modern business needs.

QlikView's intuitive visual user interface, patented associative data handling—running entirely in memory—and its capability to draw data together from disparate sources changed the landscape. Discovery-led BI is about giving people the power to interact with and explore data in a much more valuable way than the older, reporting-led BI incumbency could. This is massively compelling to people who need to quickly ask and answer questions based on data in order to learn and make decisions, and proved very compelling to people jaded with the way things had been done before. QlikView became very successful, dominating the market it pioneered.

So what did Qlik do then? Sit back and relax, proud of its disruptive chops, safe in the knowledge that it had recast an established market in its image? No. Far from it. Instead, Qlik took the decision to transform the BI market again with a new product.
Qlik Sense® and the QlikView.Next project

Qlik decided to design and develop a next generation data discovery platform. Developed under the project name QlikView.Next and launched as Qlik Sense, the product was anchored to five themes:

- **Gorgeous and genius**: Within this theme, Qlik focused on three product scenarios, with an overall emphasis on ad hoc analysis. The scenarios were that the product should be visually beautiful, support associative, comparative, and anticipatory analysis, and a seamless experience across all devices.

- **Mobility with agility**: This theme was about all users having access and the ability to answer new analytical questions as they arise in new situations and contexts when using a mobile device, with no difference between static and mobile experiences.

- **Compulsive collaboration**: Business intelligence and collaboration are inseparable; decision-making is, by nature, a collaborative activity. The intent was to build a product that could reside at the forefront of users' shared decision-making and give them the chance to communicate their insights through collaboration and storytelling.

- **The premier platform**: This theme was about enabling Qlik customers and partners to quickly and easily deliver apps and solutions that are perfectly relevant to their constituents. Within this theme, Qlik focused on four scenarios: data access, the development experience, expanding its ecosystem through broadened APIs, and offering a unified platform interface.

- **Enabling new enterprise**: With this theme, Qlik was focused on making capabilities such as security, reliability, and scalability available to all customers, not just the largest ones, and giving administrators and authors the same kind of gorgeous and genius experience other users get.

**Making sense of modern business**

You may say, "Well, that's all good, but it doesn't really tell me why this matters or why Qlik Sense is important."

To answer this, we have to think about what the focus of technology in our organizations has been in the recent past. For 25 years, most of our investment in IT has been on effectively improving reliability, using ERP or transactional applications to streamline processes, drive out inefficiencies, and deliver our products or services effectively. However, if most organizations, and particularly groups of competitors, are now operating at similar levels of procedural effectiveness, a key question arises, "What do we do differently to win?"
The answer lies in out-thinking our competitors through the use of data and analysis. This requires a shift of focus in both how we run our businesses and the IT world needed to do so. So far, analytics has too often been a poor cousin, something that happens afterwards on the edges, a tactical rather than strategic activity. That's no longer good enough. Businesses using data-driven decision-making perform measurably better than those that don't. When we can see (and measure) new things, we are driven to seek answers and thus, new ways of thinking and operating. Organizations that do not have analytics as a central part of their business activities will not thrive, or even survive, in the new reality.

Qlik Sense is about doing exactly that—freeing up the analytical skills of individuals in organizations, whatever their role. This book shows you how to make the most of that and alter how your organization uses information.

What is data discovery?
So we've already mentioned the new style of BI that Qlik pioneered, data discovery, a few times. In this section, we'll look at that in more detail.

Over the years, there have been many names of the different business intelligence methods and tools, such as:

- Executive Information Systems (EIS)
- Management Information Systems (MIS)
- Online Analytical Processing (OLAP)
- Decision Support Systems (DSS)
- Management reporting
- Ad hoc query and reporting

Do we really need an additional label for something that in principle is the same thing? The answer is yes.

There is a fundamental difference between older technologies and data discovery, and it is in the approach. Most of the preceding tools are oriented towards technology, but data discovery is not. Instead, data discovery is oriented towards people—towards the users who need the information in their daily work.

Most of the preceding tools were developed for a small, select number of decision-makers, but again, data discovery is not. Data discovery is for everyone.
Decisions are made at all levels in a company. Obviously, managers are decision-makers, but we sometimes forget that machine operators and receptionists are also decision-makers, albeit at a more local level. They also need information to make better decisions.

We, at Qlik, believe that information can change the world and that every user can contribute to this transformation. Everyone should easily be able to view data, navigate in data, and analyze data. Everyone should be able to experience that "a-ha" moment of discovery.

Data discovery is not just business intelligence. It is user-centric, dynamic, and empowering. And it is fun!

The empowered user
Since its founding in 1994, Qlik has believed that a business could improve its processes and product quality by empowering employees and encouraging them to engage in lifelong learning. And Qlik meant *all* employees—we saw everyone as a decision-maker, not just managers.

Although some things have changed since then, much remains the same. Users are still often in a situation where they are unable to analyze their data—data that they have the right to see, or should have the right to see, in order to do a good job. Rigid systems, technical limitations, and poor user interfaces are usually the culprits.

However, people's expectations of software have changed dramatically during the last decade. Applications from Google and Apple invite users to interact with simple, friendly interfaces. Search bars, Like buttons, and touchscreens have transformed the way people explore, consume, and share information. Today, people want the same ease of use from their business tools as they get from their consumer tools at home.

The current trends such as the consumerization of software, performance improvements of hardware, usability improvements of software, mobile devices, social networks, and so on just accelerate this change. All these trends are reshaping user behavior. Yesterday, a user was a passive end user, but the user of tomorrow will be both able and demanding. They will demand tools that are fast, flexible, and dynamic. They will demand tools that they can use themselves. The empowered user is here to stay.

Interaction with data
The classic picture of business intelligence is that the user has one or several questions, and that the data holds the answers. So the problem boils down to creating a tool where the user can enter their questions, and the tool can return the answers.
However, this picture is incorrect. The truth is that the user does not always know the question initially. Or rather, if the user knows the question, they often already know the answer. So, the first thing the tool should do is help the user find the questions.

Finding the questions is a process that involves exploring the data. It involves testing what you suspect but don't know for sure. It also involves discovering new facts. Further, it involves playing with data, turning it around, scrutinizing the facts, and formulating a possible question. You use your gut feeling as a source of ideas and use the data to refine the ideas into knowledge; or to discard the ideas, if facts show that the ideas are wrong. You need to be able to play with the data, to turn facts around and look at them from different angles before you can say that you understand the data, and you need to understand the data before you can talk smartly about it.

When you have found a relevant question, you also need to be able to conduct an analysis to get a well-founded answer to the question.

Finally, the process involves presenting the answer to the question to other people as a basis for a decision or an action. The tool must support the entire process of going from ignorance to insight.

Hence, one major difference between data discovery and the more old-fashioned tools is that data discovery software supports the entire process—the process of coming from a blank mind, not knowing what you are looking for, all the way to attaining knowledge and taking action.

This is what data discovery is all about—helping you to prepare before you speak, act, or make a decision. It is the process of going from the darkness to the light, from the unknown to the known, from ignorance to insight. It is the process of going all the way from a blank mind to a substantiated argument.

**Traditional business intelligence architecture**

It is quite clear that users representing the business want the ability to ask and answer questions on their own so that they can make better decisions, but traditional business intelligence solutions aren't well suited for user demands. Instead, it is common that the systems are created in a report-centric manner, where governance and system demands set the goals, rather than user demands. The solutions often have preconfigured dashboards, fixed drill-down paths, predefined queries, predefined views, and very little flexibility.
With traditional BI, the creation of the business intelligence solution often belongs to the IT organization, which has to do the following: create data models, establish a semantic layer, build reports and dashboards, and protect and control the data. Often, the creation of business intelligence solutions is not driven by user demands. The following figure depicts the traditional BI architecture:

When analyzing data, you might want to set filters so that you can make selections, but with traditional tools, you often need to start at the top of predefined hierarchies. So, instead of selecting a customer directly, you may need to answer this question, "Which market does this customer belong to?", then the country the customer belongs to, and only then can you specify the customer.

Further, in the drill-down hierarchy, you are often limited to the choice of one or all. For example, you can look at either a single customer or all of them. The possibility of choosing two or three specific customers doesn't exist, unless this has been specifically predefined by the data model developer.

Numbers are often precalculated to ensure short response times, but this has a drawback that if the developer hasn't anticipated a specific calculation, the tool will not be able to show it.
Further, the architecture of the tool is often made in three layers—referred as the stack. The first layer is the Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) layer, or the data load layer. The second is the Data Store / Engine layer, and the third is the User Interface (UI) layer. The three layers are different pieces of software, sometimes delivered by different software vendors.

These three layers also demand different skill sets. Often, the ETL expert knows little or nothing about the UI software, and the UI expert knows little or nothing about the ETL.

This architecture also leads to problems. When an application is built, the feedback comes from users trying to use the application. It could be that KPIs are incorrectly calculated or that dimensions or measures are missing. It could also mean that the user realizes that the initial requirements were incorrect or insufficient. The feedback could imply changes in the UI, or in the data model, or even in the ETL component.

This type of feedback is normal—it happens with all business intelligence tools. It only means that the development of applications is a process where you need to be agile and prepared. The expectation that you should be able to define an application completely and correctly prior to a prototype or an intermediate version is just unrealistic.

This is where the architecture leads to problems. In order for a project to be successful, you need to be able to implement change requests and new user demands with short notice, and this is extremely difficult since three different pieces of software and three different groups of people are involved. The distance between the user and the ETL component is just too great for efficient communication. Hence, the traditional architecture leads to a broken process.
The Qlik® way
Qlik has tried to solve all the drawbacks discussed in the preceding section by doing things differently.

First of all, you click and view. You don't need to formulate your question or tell the system more specifically what you want to look at. You just click, and by that, you say, "Tell me more about that…". Then you look at the calculation, KPI, or the field that might be interesting.

Color coding
The color coding defines the answer. Some things are associated with what you clicked on, and they remain white. Others that are not associated become gray. The color coding is for simplicity. The user quickly gets an overview and understands how things work.

Showing the excluded reveals the unexpected, creates insight, and creates new questions. Hence, the gray color is an important part of making the Qlik experience an associative one—a data dialog and an information interaction—rather than just a database query. Showing you that something is excluded when you didn't expect it means answering questions you didn't ask. This surprise creates new knowledge in a way that only a true data discovery platform can.

Freedom of data navigation
Via the associative experience, a user has total freedom to navigate through data and make any combination of selections. Any number of values can be selected. No drill-down paths need to be predefined. This allows the user to follow their own train of thought instead of someone else's. Start anywhere and just follow your intuition.

This total freedom when exploring data is really the core attribute of data discovery.

Calculation on demand
Further, no numbers need to be precalculated. Via the QIX engine, QlikView and Qlik Sense calculate everything on demand, usually in a fraction of a second. The short response time allows the user to have a conversation with the data, where one answer leads to the next question, which in turn leads to next, and so on. Only this way can you interact with data so that you learn from it.
The developer does not need to anticipate all questions that the user will pose. All they need to do is to create a logical, coherent data model, and Qlik Sense will be able to answer the question correctly:

The stack (ETL-Data Store / Engine-UI) is replaced by a single integrated environment. This makes it possible to develop applications in close cooperation with the users, and it can often be done by the users themselves. Feedback is implemented instantaneously and the changes can be evaluated just seconds later. This shortens the development cycle and ensures that the application meets the user demands much sooner than it would otherwise.
This stepwise implementation is crucial for the success of a business intelligence project. It is also the core of modern agile methodologies that are used in all types of software development.

The development of business intelligence applications must be done as close to the user as possible to enable user feedback and short development cycles. It does not necessarily imply self-service capability, although it is good if this capability exists.

With the introduction of Qlik Sense, the groundbreaking work continues by enabling a new class of users who are highly mobile and require greater self-service capabilities. In Qlik Sense, the self-service capability has become a core feature. Users can define new graphs and visualizations that the app developer didn't think of. This functionality empowers the users even further.

With Qlik Sense, it has also become easier to share your findings and communicate them. This is something that is necessary in all environments where human interaction is important, which is pretty much everywhere.

**Data discovery—the evolution of BI**

Data discovery is the future of business intelligence. With data discovery, users pursue their own path to insight, make discoveries collaboratively, and can arrive at a whole new level of decision-making. Users are not limited to predefined paths or precalculated numbers. They do not need to formulate questions ahead of time. They can interact with data, find the questions, ask what they need to ask, and explore up, down, and sideways, rather than only drilling down in a predefined hierarchy.

Organizations might still need standardized reporting for many cases, but data discovery is the approach that ultimately fulfills the promise of business intelligence for everyone.
Data discovery is the inevitable consequence of demands from active users who want information from the ever-increasing amount of data. From the very beginning, the core of the Qlik philosophy was the empowered user. It affects both the view of how BI solutions should be developed and how the user interface of the tool should be designed.

In summary, data discovery is user-centric; it is BI for the empowered user. It means total freedom in how data is explored. It should be simple and have as few limitations as possible. Data discovery means a user-centric development process so that user feedback can be implemented instantaneously.

**Summary**

In this chapter, we looked at why Qlik developed Qlik Sense and at the ethos and value of data discovery in contrast to older forms of BI.

In the next chapter, we will look in detail at Qlik Sense itself and how its features help in meeting these requirements, beginning with the application life cycle.
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